
1 big thing: It’s time to tackle burnout

🧠 Knowledge workers who have done their jobs remotely for at least

part of the pandemic are burned out.

By the numbers: A whopping 89% of respondents said that since

the start of COVID-19, their workplace well-being has declined, per

Jennifer Moss, et al. for HBR.

 The key contributors are increased job demands and the

struggles of losing connection with coworkers.

Why it matters: There’s a wry quip in the People business: “What’s

worse than employees who quit and leave? Ones who quit and stay.”

A combined Great Resignation plus Pandemic Burnout could sink

you.

💡 CEOs & top tiers of leadership are uniquely positioned to help

employees thrive and avoid burnout. It’s their words and deeds that

shape expectations and drive behavior.

📝 Follow this formula to tackle burnout: “Project, Connect, Protect.”

1. Project the emotional states you want to spread. Happiness,

calmness, confidence and strength.

2. Connect via one-on-one and small group interactions that are

personal. Over-communicate about strategy, status, and shared

values. Encourage employees to connect with each other and find

purpose in the work.

3. Protect against burnout by preempting it. Don’t reward non-stop

work. Don’t expect fewer people to do more of the work for very

long.

👉 Go deeper: Moss on the Burnout Crisis here (paywall).

2. Growing next-gen CEOs

📈 In a record year for CEO appointments, 2021 saw some emerging

trends that may point to an additional CEO prototype with different

strengths and needs.

⚡ Per analysis by Heidrick & Struggles: an increasing number of

successful CEO hires this past year had C-Suite experience beyond the

traditional CFO and COO roles.

This includes chief risk officers, chief strategy officers, and chief

technology officers. 

💡 Why this matters: There’s huge upside waiting for companies that

are serious and purposeful about how they lead and groom their senior

execs to reach their full potential as the enterprise’s next-generation

leaders.

HR heads: Gear your talent and succession processes to include

these non-traditional candidates who may be less “in the business”

than their BU heads and CFO/COO colleagues. Prepare them for

Board exposure and face time. Consider supplemental Finance and

Ops assignments.

CEOs: Lead your cross-disciplinary teams in a more interdependent

and overlapping way. Cultivate a brain trust. No more fiefdoms.

 💭 My thought bubble: Might this portend that CFOs and COOs

become increasingly viewed more as financial, technical and process

experts than as organizational leaders? Too soon to tell.

The bottom line: everyone has to up their game. 

3. CHROs: Your Board wants to talk Talent

🔌 There’s a disconnect between boards and CHROs re culture and

human capital management, a new poll suggests.

What’s new: August 2020 SEC disclosure requirements to provide

“insight into human capital—from the operating model, to talent

planning, learning and innovation, employee experience, and work

environment.”

🔎 Why it matters: Seeing HCM as a risk factor they’re obligated to

engage, increasingly, directors will be digging for more metrics and data.

This may feel intrusive to many HR leaders accustomed

to “managing” Board members with high level report-outs and the 

obligatory succession planning.

🌧 While directors want more oversight, CHROs perceive it as in-

the-weeds micromanagement.

The bottom line: IMHO, resistance is futile. There’s regulatory

momentum for greater scrutiny of people processes.

💭 My thought bubble: Take a breath and get some perspective.

Consider how you would coach a key exec colleague stepping into your

office for similar advice:

👑 This is a perfect opportunity to build rapport and credibility with

your board members.

👉 Go deeper: My take on “How to flip resistant colleagues into rabid

supporters” here.

4. December pro tip: Be plainspoken

📔 In a small invite-only masterclass I teach, I prompt participants to

consider people they know who carry themselves with an executive

bearing. 

I ask them to list the behaviors they observe and to also describe

how those behaviors make them feel. 

🥇 What participants say: People with executive bearing are

plainspoken.  They shoot straight with language that is stripped of any

pretense or fluff.

It makes them feel “safe,” “well led,” and “inspired.”

Test the theory: Did you ever receive an email and read it over five

times to really understand it?  ‘What did she mean by that?’ you

wondered. 

If it took you an hour to reply instead of your typical 5 minutes — so

you could dot all the i’s and cross all the t’s — that was a low-trust

exchange.

💡 Why it matters: Trust is the foundation of influence. We resist

people and their recommendations when we don't trust them.

It doesn't matter how intelligent they sound. 

The bottom line:  Elevate your bearing by being plainspoken. Get to

the point using the simplest, most straightforward terms. No jargon.

Nothing flowery. 

✨Rounding out the Top 5: FYI, the other most-repeated hallmarks

of executive bearing:

1. Projecting a confident, shared vision of an achievable better future.

2. Demonstrating genuine interest.

3. Seeking win-win outcomes.

4. Being transparent.

5. Career Corner: Market participation

⚡Most senior leaders I come across don’t actively navigate their own

career. They buy into a tacit fairness principle, i.e., that their

contributions are noticed and they will be rewarded with bigger or better

roles — inside or outside their organization — for as long as they keep

showing up.

⚠ Why it matters: They don’t get considered. Why? They’re too far

downstream. They don’t know when excellent opportunities open up.

Worse, they lack the relationship capital to act on opportunities

that do arise.

🎯 Our POV: Forget fairness. Think, Market Participation. Your bundle

of skills, competencies and experience comprise an asset that is valued

and traded.

📊 Follow the market(s) for your asset:

1. Read relevant trade pubs for comings and goings, e.g., Business

Insurance.

2. Search the hiring co’s press release – to see what they valued in the

hired candidate.

3. Connect on LinkedIn to monitor job movement.

 🤝 Build relationship capital to act on arising opportunities:

1. Check in with colleagues. Catch up.

2. Take every recruiter call. Even if just to be helpful. Offer up qualified

colleagues at other companies.

🚫 Never apply online for a job. You’re too senior. 

👉 Go deeper: My take on “Why ‘Hustle & Hope’ is not a strategy for a

C-Suite Promotion" here.
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👋 Welcome to December’s Schachter Monthly! I’ve designed this

resource so I can be present and useful to you. I’m delighted to share it 

with you now.

What I know: It’s on you. Senior Business and HR Executives

shoulder their organization’s responsibilities and own its outcomes.

What I’ve found: Execs appreciate help. My clients love

straightforward insights and actionable tools & tips.

📭 Did someone forward you this email? Subscribe here to receive it

directly. 

📭 Thanks for starting December with us. Please invite your friends

and colleagues to sign up for Schachter Monthly.

⛄ See you in January, 2022!

Click here to unsubscribe.
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